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Introduction To Morphology Linguistics
Provides a linguistic foundation for students of all majors Assisted by numerous pedagogical aids, A Concise
Introduction to Linguistics, 4/e explains all concepts in a systematic way making complex linguistic topics as
easy to learn as possible. This introductory title covers the core topics of linguistics, providing the
information and concepts that will allow students to understand more detailed and advanced treatments of
linguistics. This student-friendly and well-balanced overview of the field of introductory linguistics pays
special attention to linguistic anthropology and reveals the main contributions of linguistics to the study of
human communication and how issues of culture are relevant. Its workbook format contains wellconstructed exercises in every chapter that allow students to practice key concepts.
Originally published in 1974, this updated and substantially revised edition includes chapters on inflectional
and lexical morphology, derivational processes and productivity, compounds, paradigms, and much new
material on markedness and other aspects of iconicity.
The experience of having taught English language and morphology – syntax in particular – for more than
seven years convinced the author that students of linguistics and translation mostly need a solid grounding in
the course of morphology and syntax. Once they have a basic understanding of these two important areas,
they have little trouble mastering English language as a whole. Hence, both morphology and syntax are
important parts of linguistic knowledge and constitute a component of student's mental grammar. Of
Course, the more courses are required of students within their discipline, the more they can benefit from the
fields inside their major. Such factors often help students develop a positive attitude towards linguistics to be
sensitized to the morphological and syntactic system of the language while being exposed to both
morphology and syntax, and especially in an unfamiliar area. Obviously, an introductory book such as this
has several limitations. First, there are entire subbranches of morphology and syntax that are not included. In
terms of content, this book delimits both its scope and audience by shedding new light on a subject the
problems and obscurities of which look inexhaustible. Therefore, a book of this kind is an attempt to, on the
one hand, to make morphology and syntax – which usually appear to be incredible complicated at first
glance – easier and, on the other hand, keep the standard high so that even postgraduate students can
benefit from it; because the author strongly believes that students learn best by “doing” exercises, and, to
this end,he has added dozens of practice exercises. In general, these require more research or analysis beyond
what can be accomplished within a single classroom period. These exploratory exercises can also form the
basis for short papers. Therefore, the book can be of immense help not only to students of linguistics and
translation, but also to professors of linguistics and translation and research supervisors as well as advisors
around the globe and in the Arab world in particular.
This accessible textbook provides a clear and practical introduction to phonology, the study of sound
patterns in language. Designed for undergraduates with only a basic knowledge of linguistics, it teaches in a
step-by-step fashion the logical techniques of phonological analysis and the fundamental theories that
underpin it. Providing a solid foundation in both the theory and practice of phonology, it is set to become
the leading text for any introductory course, and will be invaluable to all students beginning to study the
discipline.
The Grammar of Words: An Introduction to Linguistic Morphology
Contemporary Linguistics
Exploring Language Structure
The Morphology of Chinese
The book guides students through the basic concepts involved in syntactic analysis and goes
on to prepare them for further work in any syntactic theory, using examples from a range of
phenomena in human languages. It also includes a chapter on theories of syntax.
This volume provides a detailed and comprehensive description of the morphological system of
Dutch. Following an introduction to the basic assumptions of morphological theory, separate
chapters are devoted to the inflectional system, derivation, and compounding, the interface
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between morphology and phonology, the interaction between morphology and syntax, and,
new to this edition, a more detailed study of the features of separable complex verbs. Geert
Booij demonstrates in this book that the morphology of Dutch poses multiple interesting
descriptive and theoretical challenges. The volume also contributes to ongoing discussions on
the nature and representation of morphological processes, the role of paradigmatic relations
between words - and between words and phrases - and the interaction between morphology,
phonology, and syntax. This second, fully revised edition has been updated throughout with
expanded coverage of Dutch morphological phenomena and results from new research.
Alongside a brand new chapter on separable complex verbs, it also includes a more
sophisticated analysis of the relation between morphology and syntax, and an introduction to
the basic tenets of Construction Morphology.
The third edition of this established textbook has beenthoroughly updated and revised. It
maintains its broad coverage oftopics from phonetics to language variation, and increases
itsaccessibility by incorporating a more descriptive, less theoreticalapproach. A fully updated
new edition of this successful textbookintroducing students to a wide range of issues,
phenomena, andterminology in Japanese linguistics Includes extensive revisions to the
chapters on phonetics,syntax and phonology, and incorporates a less theoretical,
moredescriptive approach Features the author’s own data, examples and theoreticalanalyses
throughout Offers an original approach by discussing first and/or secondlanguage acquisition
within each chapter Includes exercises exploring descriptive and theoretical issuesand reading
lists which introduce students to the researchliterature, both of which have been updated in this
newedition
Self-contained introduction to linguistics, offering a unique approach to language from a variety
of perspectives.
An Introduction to Syntax
The Morphology of Dutch
Morphology 2000
Morphology
An Introduction to Syntactic Analysis and Theory

"Morphology is the study of how words are put together. A
lively introduction to the subject, this textbook is
intended for undergraduates with relatively little
background in linguistics. Providing data from a wide
variety of languages, it includes hands-on activities such
as "challenge boxes," designed to encourage students to
gather their own data and analyze it, work with data on
websites, perform simple experiments, and discuss topics
with each other. There is also an extensive introduction to
the terms and concepts necessary for analyzing words.
Topics such as the mental lexicon, derivation, compounding,
inflection, morphological typology, productivity, and the
interface of morphology with syntax and phonology expose
students to the whole scope of the field. Unlike other
textbooks it anticipates the question "Is it a real word?"
and tackles it head on by looking at the distinction
between dictionaries and the mental lexicon. This Third
Edition has been thoroughly updated, including new examples
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and exercises as well as a detailed introduction to using
linguistic corpora to find and analyze morphological
data"-The second edition of this invaluable introductory text
takes account of developments in syntactic studies. Dealing
with the whole range of syntax, this book explains, in a
lucid and approachable way, why linguists have adopted
certain solutions to problems and not others. This book
introduces the basic concepts used in the description of
syntax, independently of any single model of grammar.
Profusely illustrated with diagrams, there are sets of
exercises for every chapter which can be used in class or
by students working independently.
The book is dedicated to linguistic morphology and it
contains a sketch of a complete morphological theory,
centered around a discussion of fundamental concepts such
as morph vs. morpheme, inflectional category, voice,
grammatical case, agreement vs. government, suppletion,
relationships between linguistic signs, etc.: the hottest
issues in modern linguistics! The book introduces rigorous
and clear concepts necessary to describe morphological
phenomena of natural languages. Among other things, it
offers logical calculi of possible grammemes in a given
category. The presentation is developed in a typological
perspective, so that linguistic data from a large variety
of languages are described and analyzed (about 100
typologically very different languages). The main method is
deductive: the concepts proposed in Aspects of the Theory
of Morphology are based on a small set of indefinibilia and
each concept is defined in terms of these indefinibilia
and/or other concepts defined previously; as a result,
logical calculi can be constructed (similar to Mendeleev's
Periodical Table of Elements in chemistry). Then the
concept is applied to the actual linguistic data to
demonstrate its validity and advantages. Thus, Aspects of
the Theory of Morphology combines metalinguistic endeavor
(a system of concepts for morphology) with typological and
descriptive orientation. It reaches out to all students of
language, including the border fields and applications.
This highly successful textbook introduces university
students to English linguistics, with a hands-on didactic
orientation. It covers the core areas of structural
linguistics, with extensions to historical linguistics,
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sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics. The updated third
edition contains a new chapter that presents modern
empirical research methods in the form of exemplary smallscale studies.
A Linguistic Introduction to Sentence Structure
Linguistics
Sign Language and Linguistic Universals
Introducing Morphology
An Introduction to Linguistic Theory
Offers an introduction to linguistic typology that covers various linguistic
domains from phonology and morphology over parts-of-speech, the NP and
the VP, to simple and complex clauses, pragmatics and language change. This
title also includes a discussion on methodological issues in typology.
Morphology is a lively, comprehensive introduction to morphological theory
and analysis in contemporary generative grammar. It is designed to take
absolute beginners to a point where they can approach the current literature
in the subject. It contains numerous in-text exercises which involve the reader
in doing morphology by formulating hypotheses and testing them against data
from English and numerous other languages. Although primarily intended to
be a course book for use on morphology courses, it will also be useful for
students taking courses in the closely related sub-fields of phonology and
syntax. The book is divided into three parts: . Part 1 surveys traditional and
structuralist notions of word-structure which still provide the necessary
background to morphological investigations. Part 2 explores the relationship
between the lexicon, morphology and phonology in current generative
grammar. Part 3 examines issues in the interaction between the lexicon,
morphology and syntax.
Neurobiology of Language explores the study of language, a field that has
seen tremendous progress in the last two decades. Key to this progress is the
accelerating trend toward integration of neurobiological approaches with the
more established understanding of language within cognitive psychology,
computer science, and linguistics. This volume serves as the definitive
reference on the neurobiology of language, bringing these various advances
together into a single volume of 100 concise entries. The organization
includes sections on the field's major subfields, with each section covering
both empirical data and theoretical perspectives. "Foundational"
neurobiological coverage is also provided, including neuroanatomy,
neurophysiology, genetics, linguistic, and psycholinguistic data, and models.
Foundational reference for the current state of the field of the neurobiology of
language Enables brain and language researchers and students to remain upto-date in this fast-moving field that crosses many disciplinary and
subdisciplinary boundaries Provides an accessible entry point for other
scientists interested in the area, but not actively working in it – e.g., speech
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therapists, neurologists, and cognitive psychologists Chapters authored by
world leaders in the field – the broadest, most expert coverage available
This accessible textbook is the only introduction to linguistics in which each
chapter is written by an expert who teaches courses on that topic, ensuring
balanced and uniformly excellent coverage of the full range of modern
linguistics. Assuming no prior knowledge the text offers a clear introduction
to the traditional topics of structural linguistics (theories of sound, form,
meaning, and language change), and in addition provides full coverage of
contextual linguistics, including separate chapters on discourse, dialect
variation, language and culture, and the politics of language. There are also
up-to-date separate chapters on language and the brain, computational
linguistics, writing, child language acquisition, and second-language learning.
The breadth of the textbook makes it ideal for introductory courses on
language and linguistics offered by departments of English, sociology,
anthropology, and communications, as well as by linguistics departments.
An Introduction to Korean Linguistics
An Introduction
A Student's Guide
A Concise Introduction to Linguistics
English Morphology for the Language Teaching Profession
This 2006 study compares sign languages with spoken languages, in order to seek
their shared universal properties.
This ground breaking study dispels the common belief that Chinese 'doesn't have
words' but instead 'has characters'. Jerome Packard's book provides a
comprehensive discussion of the linguistic and cognitive nature of Chinese words.
It shows that Chinese, far from being 'morphologically impoverished', has a
different morphological system because it selects different 'settings' on parameters
shared by all languages. The analysis of Chinese word formation therefore
enhances our understanding of word universals. Packard describes the intimate
relationship between words and their components, including how the identities of
Chinese morphemes are word-driven, and offers new insights into the evolution of
morphemes based on Chinese data. Models are offered for how Chinese words are
stored in the mental lexicon and processed in natural speech, showing that much
of what native speakers know about words occurs innately in the form of a hardwired, specifically linguistic 'program' in the brain.
Designed for those beginning to study linguistics, this is a lively introduction to two
key aspects of the structure of language: syntax (the structure of sentences) and
morphology (the structure of words). It shows students in a step-by-step fashion
how to analyze the syntax and morphology of any language, by clearly describing
the basic methods and techniques, and providing almost 100 practical exercises
based on data from a rich variety of the world's languages. Written in an engaging
style and complete with a comprehensive glossary, Exploring Language Structure
explains linguistic concepts by using clear analogies from everyday life. It
introduces a range of essential topics in syntax and morphology, such as rules,
categories, word classes, grammatical relations, multi-clause constructions and
typology. Providing a solid foundation in morphology and syntax, this is the perfect
introductory text for beginning students, and will fully prepare them for more
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advanced courses in linguistic analysis.
This volume focuses on detailed studies of various aspects of Construction
Morphology, and combines theoretical analysis and descriptive detail. It deals with
data from several domains of linguistics and contributes to an integration of
findings from various subdisciplines of linguistics into a common model of the
architecture of language. It presents applications and extensions of the model of
Construction Morphology to a wide range of languages. Construction Morphology is
one of the theoretical paradigms in present-day morphology. It makes use of
concepts of Construction Grammar for the analysis of word formation and
inflection. Complex words are seen as constructions, that is, pairs of form and
meaning. Morphological patterns are accounted for by construction schemas.
These are the recipes for coining new words and word forms, and they motivate
the properties of existing complex words. Both schemas and individual words are
stored, and hence there is no strict separation of lexicon and grammar. In addition
to abstract schemas there are subschemas for subclasses of complex words with
specific properties. This architecture of the grammar is in harmony with findings
from other empirical domains of linguistics such as language acquisition, word
processing, and language change.
Introducing Linguistic Morphology
Chinese
English Linguistics
The Construction of Words
Palgrave Modern Linguistics
This new edition of Understanding Morphology has been fully revised in line with the latest
research. It now includes 'big picture' questions to highlight central themes in morphology,
as well as research exercises for each chapter. Understanding Morphology presents an
introduction to the study of word structure that starts at the very beginning. Assuming no
knowledge of the field of morphology on the part of the reader, the book presents a broad
range of morphological phenomena from a wide variety of languages. Starting with the core
areas of inflection and derivation, the book presents the interfaces between morphology
and syntax and between morphology and phonology. The synchronic study of word
structure is covered, as are the phenomena of diachronic change, such as analogy and
grammaticalization. Theories are presented clearly in accessible language with the main
purpose of shedding light on the data, rather than as a goal in themselves. The authors
consistently draw on the best research available, thus utilizing and discussing both
functionalist and generative theoretical approaches. Each chapter includes a summary,
suggestions for further reading, and exercises. As such this is the ideal book for both
beginning students of linguistics, or anyone in a related discipline looking for a first
introduction to morphology.
This book gives a thorough, yet easily accessible introduction to the main branches of
English linguistics. The book is aimed at beginning and intermediate students of English who
have little or no previous experience in doing linguistics, and who are expected to achieve a
working knowledge of English morphology, syntax and semantics. The book contains a large
number of written exercises which allow the students to practice linguistic reasoning and
their own argumentation skills. The students will also learn how to use secondary material,
such as dictionaries and various types of internet sources, to support their analyses and
argumentation. The book is accompanied by a website containing, among other things,
audio material and short podcasts on complex topics as well as keys to the exercises in the
book.
This book is about the nature of morphology and its place in the structure of grammar.
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Drawing on a wide range of aspects of Romance inflectional morphology, leading scholars
present detailed arguments for the autonomy of morphology, ie morphology has
phenomena and mechanisms of its own that are not reducible to syntax or phonology. But
which principles and rules govern this independent component and which phenomena can
be described or explicated by the mechanisms of the morphemic level? In shedding light on
these questions, this volume constitutes a major contribution to Romance historical
morphology in particular, and to our understanding of the nature and importance of
morphomic structure in language change in general.
This highly accessible book presents an overview of English morphology for all those
involved in the English-language teaching industry. For non-native learners, the ability to
recognize and produce new words in appropriate circumstances is a challenging task, and
knowledge of the word-building system of English is essential to effective language learning.
This book clearly explains the morphology of English from the point of view of the nonnative learner and shows how teachers and professors can instruct EFL students successfully
with effective materials. Covering the scope of the task of teaching English morphology
specifically to non-native learners of English, bestselling authors Bauer and Nation provide a
range of strategies and tactics for straightforward instruction, and demonstrate how
teachers of English as a foreign language can easily integrate learning of the morphological
system into their language courses. This book helps teachers and learners make sensible
decisions about where to focus deliberate attention, what to be careful about, and what not
to be concerned about. It offers a range of shortcuts, tips and tricks for teaching, and gives
detailed practical information on topics including: Sound and spelling Possessives
Comparative and superlative Past tense and past participle Making nouns, verbs, adjectives,
adverbs and words with prefixes Learned word-formation. This book is essential and
practical reading for graduate students on English-language teaching courses, preservice
teachers, consultants, practitioners, researchers and scholars in ELT.
An Introduction to Linguistic Typology
An Introduction to Japanese Linguistics
Language Use, Complexity, and Interaction
Syntax
Morphological Autonomy

An expanded and updated new edition of this best-selling introduction to
linguistic morphology. The text guides the reader from the very first
principles of the internal structure of words through to advanced issues of
current controversy. The first part of the book introduces basic concepts,
with the help of examples from a range of familiar and exotic languages.
The second section highlights particularly important topics, and discusses
them in more detail. These include the definition of the word-form,
productivity, the vexed problems of inflection versus derivation and the
nature of the morpheme, and the position of morphology in relation to
phonology and syntax. The third section looks at the theory of morphology,
considering fundamental problems such as the nature of morphological
universals, how the brain deals with morphologically complex words and
how morphology changes over time, but also with individual ways of
looking at morphology, including natural morphology, word-and-paradigm
and level-ordered models.
An expanded and updated new edition of this best-selling introduction to
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linguistic morphology. The text guides the reader from the very first
principles of the internal structure of words through to advanced issues of
current controversy. The first part of the book introduces basic concepts,
with the help of examples from a range of familiar and exotic languages.
The second section highlights particularly important topics, and discusses
them in more detail. These include the definition of the word-form,
productivity, the vexed problems of inflection versus derivation and the
nature of the morpheme, and the position of morphology in relation to
phonology and syntax. The third section looks at the theory of morphology,
considering fundamental problems such as the nature of morphological
universals, how the brain deals with morphologically complex words and
how morphology changes over time, but also with individual ways of
looking at morphology, including natural morphology, word-and-paradigm
and level-ordered models. Features:* New chapters on morphology and the
brain and diachronic morphology* Exercises added at the end of each
chapter* Includes a glossary of key terms
The Grammar of Words: An Introduction to Linguistic MorphologyOUP
Oxford
Chinese is spoken by more people than any other language in the world,
and has a rich social, cultural and historical background. This book is a
comprehensive guide to the linguistic structure of Chinese, providing an
accessible introduction to each of the key areas. It describes the
fundamentals of its writing system, its pronunciation and tonal sound
system, its morphology (how words are structured), and its syntax (how
sentences are formed) - as well as its historical development, and the
diverse ways in which it interacts with other languages. Setting the
discussion of all aspects of Chinese firmly within the context of the
language in use, Chinese: A Linguistic Introduction will be of great benefit
to learners wishing to extend their knowledge and competence in the
language, and their teachers. It will also be a useful starting point for
students of linguistics beginning work on the structure of this major world
language.
A Linguistic Introduction
Advances in Construction Morphology
Introducing Phonology
A Linguistic and Cognitive Approach
Words and Their Structure (2nd edition)
Introduces students to the scientific study of language, using
the basic principles of complexity theory.
An Introduction to Korean Linguistics is a valuable and
comprehensive text for those with an interest in Korean
linguistics. This book provides an in-depth introduction to the
basics of Korean linguistics, and modern linguistic theory, in
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an accessible style. It features a step-by-step approach
designed to lead the reader through the linguistic make-up of
the language, from the basics of its sound system and sentence
structure to the semantics of modern spoken Korean. Features
include: Detailed chapters covering the core areas in the field
of linguistics, including phonetics, phonology, morphology and
syntax Clear and accessible explanations which effectively
demonstrate the intricacies and subtleties of the Korean
language Suggested readings for those interested in expanding
their knowledge of a specific topic Exercises designed to
complement the factual and analytical issues covered in each
chapter A comprehensive glossary of central terms and a
companion website offering a wealth of additional materials.
Korean is an invaluable language for the study of theoretical
and comparative linguistics as it provides important examples
and counter-examples to key issues, making An Introduction to
Korean Linguistics an essential text for students and
professional linguists alike.
An Introduction to Syntactic Analysis and Theory offersbeginning
students a comprehensive overview of and introduction toour
current understanding of the rules and principles that governthe
syntax of natural languages. Includes numerous pedagogical
features such as‘practice’ boxes and sidebars, designed to
facilitateunderstanding of both the ‘hows’ and the‘whys’ of
sentence structure Guides readers through syntactic and
morphological structuresin a progressive manner Takes the
mystery out of one of the most crucial aspects of theworkings of
language – the principles and processes behindthe structure of
sentences Ideal for students with minimal knowledge of current
syntacticresearch, it progresses in theoretical difficulty from
basic ideasand theories to more complex and advanced, up to date
concepts insyntactic theory
Linguistics: An Introduction to Linguistic Theory is a textbook,
written for introductory courses in linguistic theory for
undergraduate linguistics majors and first-year graduate
students, by twelve major figures in the field, each bringing
their expertise to one of the core areas of the field morphology, syntax, semantics, phonetics, phonology, and
language acquisition. In each section the book is concerned with
discussing the underlying principles common to all languages,
showing how these are revealed in language acquisition and in
the specific grammars of the world's languages.
Aspects of the Theory of Morphology
An Introduction to English Morphology. A Textbook for Advanced
University Students of Linguistics
Exploring Linguistic Science
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Introduction to Morphology, Syntax and Semantics
Neurobiology of Language
Morphology is the branch of linguistics that studies the internal structure of words, wordformation mechanisms that give rise to new words, and mechanisms that produce wordforms
of existing words. Intended as a companion for students of English language and linguistics at
both B.A. and M.A. levels, this textbook provides a comprehensive overview of the entire field
of English morphology, including English word-formation and English inflectional morphology.
The textbook discusses not only basic introductory issues requiring no prior background in
linguistics but also fairly controversial theoretical issues which different linguists treat in a
different way. As in the previous volumes of the TELL Series, most of the analyses are
illustrated with authentic language data, i.e. examples drawn from language corpora like the
Corpus of Contemporary American English and British National Corpus.
What is Morphology? is a concise and critical introduction to the central ideas of morphology,
which has been revised and expanded to include additional material on morphological
productivity and the mental lexicon, experimental and computational methods, and new
teaching material. Introduces the fundamental aspects of morphology to students with minimal
background in linguistics Includes additional material on morphological productivity and the
mental lexicon, and experimental and computational methods Features new and revised
exercises as well as suggestions for further reading at the end of each chapter Equips students
with the skills to analyze a wide breadth of classic morphological issues through engaging
examples Uses cross-linguistic data throughout to illustrate concepts, specifically referencing
Kujamaat Joola, a Senegalese language Includes a new answer key, available for instructors
online at http://www.wiley.com/go/aronoff
This book is a comprehensive, fully up-to-date introduction to linguistics. All the core topics of
linguistics are covered, including phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, the
genetic and typological classification of the languages of the world, and historical linguistics.
Interdisciplinary areas discussed include language and the brain, psycholinguistics - the study
of language processing, first and second language acquisition, language in social contexts and
computational linguistics.
What exactly are words? Are they the things that get listed in dictionaries, or are they the basic
units of sentence structure? Andrew Carstairs-McCarthy explores the implications of these
different approaches to words in English. He explains the various ways in which words are
related to one another, and shows how the history of the English language has affected word
structure. Topics include: words, sentences and dictionaries; a word and its parts (roots and
affixes); a word and its forms (inflection); a word and its relatives (derivation); compound
words; word structure; productivity; and the historical sources of English word formation.
Requiring no prior linguistic training, this textbook is suitable for undergraduate students of
English - literature or language - and provides a sound basis for further linguistic study.
An Introduction to Language and Linguistics
Perspectives From Romance Inflectional Morphology
What is Morphology?
Introduction to English Linguistics
Introduction to English Morphology
Geert Booij's popular textbook examines how words are formed, compounded, and inflected in
different languages. It shows how, when, and why to use methods of morphological analysis
and explains how morphology relates to syntax, phonology, and semantics. The author
considers the universal characteristics of morphology and how these are reflected in the
workings of mind. The revised edition has been revised and updated throughout; it has a full
glossary and a new chapter on the field's most notorious problem: the status of the word. 'The
Grammar of Words by Geert Booij covers a broad range of topics from structural questions to
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psycholinguistic issues and problems of language change. This introduction to morphology is
thorough and accessible and, like other works by this renowned author, especially strong at
showing the significance of empirical facts for theoretical reasoning.' Ingo Plag, University of
Siegen 'A book that is fully comprehensive in its coverage as well as exemplary in its clarity,
written by one of the major scholars of contemporary lexical theory.' Sergio Scalise, University
of Bologna
This popular introductory textbook offers a lively and comprehensive introduction to current
morphological theory and analysis, enabling beginners to approach current literature in the
subject with confidence. Part I develops students' understanding of traditional and structuralist
notions of word structure and provides them with a firm grounding in word structure and word
formation. Part II explores the relationship between morphology and phonology, while Part III
looks at morphology in relation to syntax and the lexicon. Numerous practical exercises which
involve formulating hypotheses and testing them against linguistic data cement the reader's
understanding of the field. This accessible introduction to morphology is an ideal resource for
students of English and linguistics and their teachers. New to this Edition: - Fully revised
throughout, with updated discussions to reflect changes in the field and an expanded list of
suggestions for further reading - Brand-new chapter on Optimality Theory
This volume focuses on two main topics: comparative morphology (i.e. cross-linguistic
analysis, including typology, dialectology and diachrony) and psycholinguistics (i.e. on-line
processing, off-line experiments, child language). Since the psycholinguistic papers of this
volume consistently refer to issues of grammatical theory and many of the contributions on
morphological theory consider psycholinguistic questions, the topics are interconnected.Both
inflectional and derivational morphology are dealt with. The volume spans a broad set of
languages of the world, such as African, Amerindian, Arabic and Chukotko-Kamchatkan, in
addition to the Indo-European languages.This volume differs from the other collective volumes
on morphology both by the breadth of topics and by great integration of theoretical and
methodological perspectives.
Understanding Morphology
Selected Papers from the 9th Morphology Meeting, Vienna, 25-27 February 2000
An Introduction to the Study of Morphology
An Introduction to Linguistics
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